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This invention relates to improvements in compaction 
bodies of the type used for the collection of refuse, gar 

.bage and the like, and having means therein for com 
pacting such refuse during collection and for discharge 
therefrom. 

Compaction-type bodies are usually provided with a 
compaction head mounted in the body, which is moved 
lengthwise thereof for compressing the material into the 
rear portion of the body as it is collected, until the body 
reaches the point of discharge, when the material may 
be removed therefrom. The compaction head must be 
moved throughout the major portion of the length of the 
body and to varying degrees therein during this com 
pacting action, which involves a comparatively long 
stroke. It is impractical to use a hydraulic cylinder for 
movement of the compaction head lengthwise of the body, 
because of the extreme length of travel involved, where 
by a long telescopic cylinder would give trouble in service 
and would not be practical. 
One object of this invention is to overcome the ob 

jections noted as to the use of a hydraulic cylinder for 
moving the compaction head in a compaction-type body, 
and to provide for practical and trouble-free operation of 
the head therein. 

Another object of the invention is to provide compound 
action mechanism for moving the compaction head in 
the body, whereby one type of action is provided for 
movement of the head throughout a portion of its stroke, 
and secondary operating means is provided for extending 
the movement of the head, either for compaction or dis 
charge of the refuse. _ 

Still another object of the invention is to provide sep 
arate hydraulic cylinders, acting in sequence in accom 
plishing movement of the compaction head throughout 
substantially the entire length of a compaction-type body 
to obtain the maximum stroke of the head in the body, 
with a minimum of trouble and difficulties in control and 
operation thereof by hydraulic pressure. 

These objects are accomplished, according to certain 
embodiments of the invention, by mounting a compac 
tion head in a body for movement lengthwise thereof. 
A hydraulic cylinder is connected with the head for 
causing movement of the latter. This horizontal cylinder 
is mounted on a platform, movable bodily relative to the 
body and connected with primary operating means, such 
as a second hydraulic cylinder, linkage or other operat 
ing mechanism, and which will act to move the plat— 
form and thereby, through the horizontal cylinder, the 
compaction head. This primary operating means may 
function to provide an initial stroke sufficient for the 
normal compacting operation, or the horizontal cylinder 
may be acted in sequence, either to complete the com 
pacting action or for discharge of the material from the 
body. This does not require an extremely long stroke 
of either hydraulic cylinder, and adequate control of the 
operation thereof may be provided without difficulty or 
trouble. 

These embodiments of the invention are illustrated in 
the accompanying drawings, in which: 
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_ Fig. 1 is a side elevation of a motor vehicle, showing 
a compaction body applied thereto, in which this inven 
tion may be used; I 

Fig. 2 is a diagrammatic view of a portion of the hy-' 
draulic system; , 

Fig. 3 is a vertical section through the compaction body, 
showing the head in its forward position; _ 

Fig. 4 is a horizontal section therethrough on the line 
4-4 in Fig. 3; 

Fig. 5 is a longitudinal section through the body, show 
ing both cylinders extended, with the head in its discharge 
position; " 

Fig. 6 is a longitudinal sectionthrough the body, show 
ing the head in an intermediate position, the primary‘ 
cylinder being extended; 1 . 

Fig. 7 is a longitudinal section through the compaction 
body, showing a modi?ed form of head operating means 
and with the head in its rear discharge position; 

Fig. 8 is a similar view, with the head in intermediate 
position; 

Fig. 9 is a similar view with the head in its forward 
position; and 

Fig. 10 is a longitudinal section through a compaction 
body constructed according to this invention and applied 
to a trailer vehicle. . _ g 

The invention is shown in Fig. 1 in connection with a 
motor vehicle chassis, generally indicated by the numeral 
1, and including a self-propelled controllable vehicle 
usually having an operator’s cab, generally indicated at 2. 
Mounted on the chassis 1 is a compaction body 3 which 
may be of any desired or suitabe shape. The body 3 is 
provided with a hopper or other ?lling opening, general 
ly indicated at 4, in the forward end thereof, and with a 
discharge opening 5 at the rear end thereof, usually closed 
by doors or other means for effecting discharge of the 
contents from the body. The details of the body are 
not shown in the drawings because the invention may be 
applied to many different types of compaction bodies 
and because the construction of such bodies is well known 
in the art and is not necessary to a clear understanding 
of this invention. . ‘ 

Operatively mounted in the compaction body 3, and 
movable lengthwise therein, is a compaction head 6 which 
extends substantially throughout the area of the body 
in the normal construction and having suitable guide 
means therefor within the body. The compaction head 
6 is adapted for movement from the front end of the 
body at a point forwardly of the ?lling hopper 4, as 
shown in Fig. 3 to a point adjacent the rear end of the 
body at the opening 5 shown in Fig. 5. Means is pro~. 
vided, according to this invention, for effecting such ex 
tended movement of the compaction head substantially 
throughout the length of the body. 

- In the form of the invention shown in Figs.. 2 to 6, 
we have provided a pair of hydraulic cylinders function 
ing as primary and secondary operating means for the 
head and acting in sequence thereon. The primary cyl 
inder is indicated at 7 and may be of the telescopic type 
as shown. One end of the cylinder 7 is pivotally con 
nected at 8 to the body 3 adjacent the front end of the 
latter and extends downward in somewhat diagonal rela 
tion therefrom to a pivot mounting 9 on a movable plat 
form 10. The platform 10 is mounted for bodily move; 
ment in the body 3 and .should be suitably guided there 
in, as, for example, on the same guide means as custo 
marily provided for the head 6 or other suitable means 
provided therefor, so as to permit lengthwise movement 
of the platform throughout a substantial portion of the 
length of the body, as will be apparent from Figs. 3 to 6. 
Mounted on the platform 10, or connected ‘therewith 

for movement upon operation of the cylinder 7, is a sec 
ondary head moving means, illustrated in the drawings ‘as 



e adjacent side of the compaction hea 

comprising a cylinder 11, ?xed at one end to the plat 
form *10 and extending horizontally in the ‘body 3. The 
opposite end of the cylinder 11 is connected with a shield 
qr itahe elrhethre 1.2, ‘thigh enel. 
erlihnetshd. Piston. reel lhereeh . . 

n9} Qhly series. is nreteet the rear ehsl at the herihhhtel 
e cylinder 11 from the refuse in the body, but italso iii-ills. 

hlhtehtehthehh the. eyhhher t9 theheed ., . 
noted from Pied th.-. th" exlihder. 1.1 e ehlh the all 
the. head’. he; tree. e1.‘ inslenehsleht thereof and is case 
ble of movement relative ‘thereto to‘the several posi 
time illustrated ih Figs. 3, .5. 21.1.1216.- ' ‘ 
hash 9f. the eyhhfers 7 had. 1.1.. ntetethhlyls of: the 

conventional form, either telescoped'or single; The cyl 
laser 7 shown of the. Ieleeeeped tyne, wherein the hedy 
Qt the. eylihher is .hlehe 1.12 at multiple teleeeepie. seetions 
capable of relative extending movement to the positions 

in 5 ahsl h In. each, instaheel. the cylinders 
‘Z and 1.1 th the termed et. a besly pottieh. within which. 
a piston .ELQQRIQQ and having a listen. the extending 

eapeh'le Qf expanding eetieh 9f the ‘hydraulic 
cylinder upon‘v the vintroduction of hydraulic pressure into 

.snaee between the body hi the eylihdet end the piston 
Tlie construction and manner of operation of :such 

hnl he. eyhnslers. being. well. ehsleteteeq ill the are. they 
ate deselrihetlihslsteil 
A portion of the hydraulic system for control of the 

oylindet? Z and .11. .is illhshatesl ill. Fish It will he 
llhd 90h e chattel lever er levers may he Provided 
with!!! the. ehh .2 in ehnvehient reeeh Of the operator 
therein.- A line 1.3. extends. item the valve to the eyhh 
<35?!” 7 t9 shpply hydrehlie Pressure, thereto tor expand 
his the .sylihdete- A separate, line 1.4 extends from the 
cylinder 7 back to the‘valve for withdrawing the hy 

' .. ?uid from. both. cylinders, A lihh‘15‘ihtere0n 
_ the c 'nders 7 and 1,1 and is always open for circu 

. . .. herethreush freely. in. Opening and eleeine 
theseeehdaryeylinsler. ‘ ' 

A line. 16 edhheets the ahieeeht ends of the eylinders 
‘l and 11 and is nrevihed with h she-eff‘ valve 17 mounted 
on the elhtferhl' 1!! and. having suitable eehhel means, 
such a valve, stem preieethle hem ePpesile sides 
thereof. A lever 18, pivotally supported on the front 
wall hf the hesly A has a Push-null .eehtrel eehlel gen 

lsllv indicated Jet 13. extending therehehl 19 e ehhehle 
.. ? ihthe. eeh .1. at the trueh;'withih eehvehieht reeeh 

hi the epereteh When the. nlelhlrhl. .19 is thhy forward 
vthe"eillihsler 1 is eleheh; elleretieh ef the. lever 18 

hll-the. eahle 1.2 ‘will eneh the valve .17 and the line 16,. 
hhd thereby ehteih ehhlrelhls hlhvehleht elf helh eylin 
Flees flash 1; 

Il. will he apparent hem the fereaeihs th.at the cyl 
lasers 7 and Il will he in their eleeeh Peeitiehe es 
ehewh in ‘Fig: 3, lheethls the head 6 ferwerhly in the 
body 3 of the ?lling opening or hopper .4. As soon as 
a: quantity of refuse, s'arhegehr the like, has heen’in 
hhhheesl ‘inlh the body 3, behind the heed eythe letter 
may he. epereled to move the charge et refuse into the 
reeir nqrlihh of the .bhhy- This is eeeerhnliehed by ad 
hiittins hydtenlie this late the cylinder 7, eeuehls eh ex 
teheieil thereef, the ?uid heing‘admilled. .lmder' eentrel 
hi the epereter by the valve heeled he. the eeh '1- This 
initial ihieetihh 9f ?uid into the evlillder 7 may be ac 
ehllnlllshed without opening the valve 17 sq as to extend 

4 
moving the head 6 back into the relation shown in Fig. 3, 

- ready for anothercharge of material into the body. This 
may continue until the body _is substantially ?lled. The 

_ stroke of the head 6 can be controlled by the control 
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Qhli lh Primary eylihder 7. without an extension of the . 
emery eylihsler 1.1- Ih'ie actuation at the primefl" 
Q3’! her 7 will sense a heélilv mevelheht 9f the Platform 
10 of the Seesnslhry eylihsler 11 in a rearward .dhee 
?jhh» .ilhhl the. belly 3, tor example, to the. Peeiiieh. 
strewn his 6' - will .mqyelhe heed 6 t9 eh ihter 
me. he Phehlhhrhht ehl?eiehtlyle eemhreee the charge 
hi ihte tear peniehhf the body,- ‘Thenl. the 
valve lathe. seh any he sighed and the same or 
neither valve. vsne..rstssl .elese the .er 7. thereby 
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valves, compacting the refuse to the required extent. 
As soon as the body is filled and the truck moved to 

the point of discharge, the cylinder 11 can be utilized to 
extend the stroke of ‘the head 6 for. discharging the refuse 
lhrehgh the evehihg 5 at the rear ehsl ef the hedlr- .If. 
desired, however. the cylinder ll'may'hef “'lizesl ill eempaeting. Operation to bhtain ehiehlleél. hlsll‘fehlehtbf 
the head 6 and its use is not limited solely to the dis 
charge of the material. ' ‘ 

The compound action of the two cylinders 7 and 11 
may be accomplished by ?rst moving the manual control 
lever 18 (Fig. 4), as described above. This will result in 
hlhvehleht ef. the head 6 away from, and reletive t9’. the 
Platform 1.0 with whieh. the eyhhdet 7 h eehheelee» and 
thereby previdins e eempeuhd extending. mehen threlleh 
the action of the separate and respective cylindersfeitli'er 
for compaction of the refuse or' for ejecting the latter 
from the body. ‘- v 

The parts may be restored to their initial positions in 
a manner which will readily be apparent to those skilled‘ 
in the art. While the valve 17 is held open by'the op 
erator, the hydraulic system is controlled so as m; with 
draw the fluid from the .cylindenl‘l, “to move ‘the 
latter to its closed pols, on, aé shown 'ili'Eig. "6, and'the'n 
to'close the cylinder-7, shown ‘in 3', “During'thesc 
movements, the head 6 will be withdrawn inth'ebody' 3 
forwardly of the ?lling opening 4, ready for a new charge 
of material. ' ‘ ' ' ' ' 

A modi?ed form of the primary operating means is 
illustrated in Figs. 7 to, 9., wherein, in place of a tele 
scoped primary cylinder, a simple cylinder, with power 
multiplying linkage, is used for accomplishing the com 
paction action of the head 6. In this form, the cylinder 
is shown at 27 pivotally connected at 28 and 29 between 
a pair of links 30 and 3.1. The link 31 is pivotally cone 
nected at 32 to the platform 10 and the links are pivotally 
connected together at their adjacent ends at 313.. The 
link 30 is pivotally connected at 34 to the body 3 at the 
forward end of the latter. ' 
Upon admission of hydraulic ?uid to the cylinder 27, 

the latter is extended from the position sh’own‘in Fig. 9 
to the position shown in Fig. 8‘, which has the ‘effect of 
swinging the links 30 and 31 relative'to each other and 
thereby accomplishing a forward movement of'the plat 
form 10 and of the head 6 in the body 3. i A much-shorter 
strokeof the cylinder 27 may be utilized in cooperation 
with the links, to provide ‘a substantial‘ 'mQYiement of the 
head, without requiring a telcscoped cylinder, as in the 
form described above, and yet sui?cient'strioke can be 
obtained thereby. Then, upon operation of thesecondary 
cylinder 11, the head (can be moved rearwardly in the 
body 3, either for compaction'of the material or for 
discharge of the material frorn'the body. ‘ The’ hydraulic 
cylinders 27 and 11 may be connected together and oper 
ated in the same manner as described above'in connec 
tion with the cylinders 7 and 11. 
A further modi?cation is illustratedin Fig. 10, wherein 

the invention is applied to a compaction body 3!’, mounted 
on a trailer vehicle, the frame of which is generally indi 
cated at ell'adapted to besupported'at its, rear end on 
wheels, as usual. The frame 41 has a kingpin 52 on the 
front end thereof, which may engage and be carried by 
the ?fth wheel of the tractor vehicle. This front end 
portion is indicated at 43 and is offset in a'verti'c'al' direc 
tion from the major portion of the'length of the frame 
portion ,41, substantially in gooseneck shape. .The body 
31 conforms to this ‘offset relation, and the shield 12* 
extends downward, so as to conform to the lower portion 
of the body 3' over the frame 41. ' 

Normally, a compaction body mounted on a trailer 
vehicle would extend only from the vgoosieneck or offset 
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portion of that trailer vehicle, rearwardly. However, by 
mounting the operating cylinders 7 and 11 in the body, as 
described, and connecting them through the shield 12' with 
the head 6, and using this arrangement in a trailer, it is 
possible to locate these operating parts in the relatively 
lower height of the front end portion of the body, for 
wardly of the compaction head. Thus, the operating 
parts do not take up body capacity and it is possible 
therefore, to have a larger capacity body on the same 
length trailer. The operation thereof would be substan 
tially the same as described above. 
While the invention has been illustrated and described 

in certain embodiments, it is recognized that other vari 
ations and changes may be made therein, Without de 
parting from the invention as set forth in the claims. 
We claim: 
1. In a compaction body for a motor vehicle compris 

ing an elongated body portion adapted to receive refuse 
therein, the combination with a compaction head mounted 
in the body for movement lengthwise thereof, of a hy 
draulic cylinder mounted in the body and extending 
lengthwise thereof, a shield structure connecting the cylin 
der at one end with the head, a platform having the oppo 
site end of the cylinder mounted thereon, said platform 
being bodily movable lengthwise of the body, a hydraulic 
cylinder connected at one end with the platform and at 
the opposite end with the body and operable for moving 
the platform and the ?rst-mentioned cylinder to impart 
movement to the compaction head. 

2. In a compaction body for a motor vehicle compris 
ing an elongated body portion adapted to receive refuse 
therein, the combination with a compaction head mounted 
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in the body for movement lengthwise thereof, of a hy 
draulic cylinder mounted in the body and extending 
lengthwise thereof, a shield structure connecting the cylin 
der at one end with the head, a platform having the oppo 
site end of the cylinder mounted thereon, said platform 
being bodily movable lengthwise of the body, linkage con 
nected with the platform and with the body, and a hy 
draulic cylinder operatively connected with the linkage for 
moving the latter to impart movement to the ?rst-men 
tioned cylinder and to the head. 

3. In a compaction body having a body portion adapted 
to receive refuse therein, the combination with a compac 
tion head operatively mounted in the body, of a primary 
operating device for moving the compaction head in the 
body, and a secondary operating device connecting the 
primary operating device with the head and acting as a 
link therebetween to transmit the movement of the pri 
mary device to the head, said secondary operating de 
vice comprising a hydraulic cylinder connected at one end 
with the primary operating device and a shield structure 
connecting the other end of the hydraulic cylinder with 
the compaction head. 
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